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Fat embolism may be defined as a state in which spherical masses
of liquid fat appear in the circulating blood in sufficient quantity to
cause occlusion of the finer blood vessel radicles supplying various
anatomical segments of the affected organism. Much evidence
has accrued to negate forcibly the attempt to ascribe an etiological
significance to fat in the emulsified or saponified state. Fuchsig
alluded to this entity as "traumatic lipemia," a term invaluable in
that it emphasizes both the physical state of the offending particles
and the inciting factors of the case, but it fails to suggest the embolic
concept. Payr, guided by clinical symptoms, suggested such perti-
nent terms as "pulmonary (or respiratory) and cerebral fat embol-
ism." BUrger (renal type), Borst (cardiac type), and Rossle
(portal-vein type) followed Payr's policy of designating morbid
types. However, in view of such a variegated sequence clinically,
and such constant features microscopically, the term "multiple fat
embolism" may be deemed all-inclusive.
Historical Survey
Interest in this phase of medical science was initiated as early as
1669, at which time Lower conducted a series of experiments featur-
ing the intravenous injection of milk into dogs, with observation of
the ensuing symptoms. Unusual as it may seem, there appears to
be no record of similar investigations until 1821-1836, during which
period Magendie injected olive-oil by the intravenous route and
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noted death in a very few minutes from asphyxia and pulmonary
edema. He concluded at this time that the nature of occlusion of
the smaller vessels was mechanical and was due to a state of increased
viscosity of the blood. Interestingly enough, he entertained no sus-
picion of states of fat embolism in man, but inclined toward the
view that fevers and severe sweating led to a greater viscosity of
the blood and to consequent occlusion of vessel radicles, which in
turn was responsible for the advent of pneumonia and inflammatory
conditions in other organs. He carefully noted such signs as dys-
pnea, fever, and rales, and succeeded in correlating them with the
pathological-anatomical picture noted in the lungs. The presence
of oil in the pulmonary circulatory system andin the alveoli appealed
to him as being especially noteworthy.
Approximately twenty years later, about the year 1862, the
pioneer Rudolph Virchow repeated Magendie's experiments and
demonstrated very strikingly the picture ofpulmonary fat embolism.
He also confirmed the findings of Gluge and Thiernesse (1844)
in respect to the presence offat in the capillaries and cells of the liver
and kidney, suggesting for the first time the possibilities for excretion
of fat emboli. Virchow, Schwick (1862), and Weber (1865) em-
ployed the method of intravenous injection of emulsified fat in their
animal experiments without succeeding in causing embolism.
MUller (1860) is believed to be the first person to have wit-
nessed fat embolism in man. The finding was accidental during the
course of examination of the eyes of a young man dying of chronic
nephritis. He observed slender, homogeneous globules (0.03 mm.)
of free fat in the choroidal capillaries. However, he attributed
their origin to atheromatous plaques in the ciliary arteries or pos-
sibly to a cardiac thrombus.
In 1860 Cohn demonstrated experimentally fat emboli in the
capillaries of the brain. Fatty degeneration of a vessel wall or of
the proximal tissues and rupture of an atheromatous focus in a
larger vessel were considered as possible sources of emboli.
Zenker in 1862 described the histological picture of the first case of
traumatic fat embolism; this followed a severe chest-crushing injury
in a strong and virile man. The right heart seemed dilated and
contained a mass of blood coagulum. During that same year Wag-
ner reported two cases of pyemia with caries of the pubic bones.
He was also able to demonstrate fluid fat emboli in the capillaries
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of the lung, heart, and kidney, and endeavored, therefore, to place
some significance on fat absorption from abscesses.
The next contemporary to become interested in this question
was von Bergmann who, in 1863, conducted a series of experiments
with cats, injecting lard (warmed to 370 C.) in amounts of 6 cc.
into the saphenous vein. One animal died immediately after the
injection and at autopsy showed fat emboli in the lungs, as well as
acute pulmonary edema and focal islands of hyperemia; also noted
was a marked dilatation of the right side of the heart. The other
animals died in from 6 to 24 hours after the injection, and their
livers and kidneys showed signs of the assault. Fat was found also
in the urine during life. Von Bergmann showed that death did
not take place when the injection was made with small amounts
introduced at increasing intervals. Small infarcts were seen on
section, and only occasionally were fat emboli noted. Fat particles
were detected outside of the vessel lumina in the alveolar walls.
The animals also showed fat in the urine. From these researches
he concluded that:
1. A small portion of the fat passes through the lung capillaries and
appears as emboli in the liver, kidney, and spleen.
2. The offending fat is partially excreted in the urine.
3. The fat is not permanently fixed in the vessel lumina, but part of it
may pass through the vessel wall and appear in the tissues.
4. Rupture of pulmonary capillaries is possible and gives rise to the
appearance of fat in the alveolar spaces.
5. Fat embolism is a serious complication which may lead to death
through pulmonary edema and cardiac paralysis.
Stimulated by current interest, Wagner, in 1865, reported 48
convincing cases of fat embolism in man and attempted thereby
to present a definite clinical entity. In his list were included com-
plicated or infected fractures (partial amputation or resection),
osteomyelitis, severe injury to soft parts, and chronic suppuration of
various tissues. Fifty-four other cases investigated at post-mortem
showed no bone injury nor any evidence of fat emboli. He
made the first really significant experimental approach to the sub-
ject, that of injuring the bone marrow in the femurs of dogs and
rabbits and artificially reproducing the picture seen in man. Wag-
ner's main objective was to try to explain the method of transport
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from the fat source to the lungs. His opinions dramatically sup-
ported the venous pathway. He concluded also that fat embolism
incurred suddenly resulted in death, apparently through hyperemia
and acute edema of the lungs.
R'oser in that same year discovered fluid fat flowing away from
recent, complicated fractures during the first few days following
trauma. Fat mixed with blood was seen elevating the periosteum,
and this was attributed to the pressure within the wound forcing the
coagulum through the Haversian system.
In 1866 Busch repeated the experiments of Wagner by destroy-
ing the bone marrow, and thereby confirmed the pulmonary findings.
Also, he deduced from his work that liquid fat most probably gains
access to the blood stream by way of the gaping veins of the Haver-
sian system of the injured bone and by the lymphogenous route.
It occurred to him that it might be of value to study the time ele-
ment in respect to the appearance of fat emboli in the lungs after
injury. A maximum period of "a very few minutes" was stated.
Busch criticized von Bergmann's conclusions and especially refuted
the latter's belief that fat embolism in cases of complicated fractures
and infection may lead to inflammatory reactions and abscesses in the
pulmonary tissues.
Von Bergmann (1873) is credited with making the first diag-
nosis of fat embolism in man. During this period a very definite
tendency to neglect pathological research in favor of clinical investi-
gation becomes apparent, and von Czerny, in 1875, directed his
attention to the vital signs of temperature, pulse, and respiration.
However, his courage was apparently short-lived as is indicated by
his contention that the symptoms are quite variable and that the
diagnosis rests unfailingly on a known cause of fat embolism.
The work of Riedel (1877) tended to encourage the feeling of
several of his contemporaries that all bone injuries inevitably lead to
a state of fat embolism however variable in degree. He was unable
to establish a similar state as a result of injury to the panniculus.
He would have us believe that indifferent bodies introduced into the
bone marrow are less likely to result in fat embolism than are agents
responsible for inciting irritation and inflammation. Perhaps it
was in aspirit ofendeavor to test the theoryofalymphogenous portal
of entry that he rather indifferently tried injecting fluid fat into
the pleural cavity. Unfortunately, the procedure was fraught with
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failure. Stimulated by finding granular casts in the urine, Riedel
endeavored to establish this as definitely pathognomonic of the
assault. Of interest to the pathologist was the mention for the first
time of fat in the alveolar cells of the lung tissue.
In 1878, through an ingenious approach both in respect to
clinical material and animal experimentation, Fluornoy contributed
the suggestion that increased local tension is a very definite factor in
aiding free fluid fat to enter the blood vessels. He believed the
extravasation of blood at the fracture site to be responsible for this
increased tension. Interest in the elimination of the vagabond fat
particles was instrumental, no doubt, in leading him to advocate the
possibilities of a phagocytic activity on the part of the cells of the
proximal tissue, excretion by the kidney and, lastly, conversion of
the fat into soaps and subsequent dissolution of this foreign material.
The year 1880 witnessed the activities of Scriba, that dynamic
investigator, whose treatise on the subject was deservedly con-
sidered the most complete and thorough approach offered up to that
time. He restated certain findings of his predecessors and con-
tributed much to this field of research. His ultimate views and
findings may be expressed thus:
1. The cyclic nature of the clinical course of many of the patients
led him to suspect renewed assaults on the lungs by fat penetrating the sieve
represented by the peripheral circulation.
2. He was careful to stress the preponderance of pulmonary hemorrhagic
infarcts.
3. The action of embolized fat particles appeared to him to be partly
physical and partly chemical.
4. Of interest are the factors he proposed to explain the various degrees
of edema. Those offered were:
a. Irritation of vasomotor center due to the presence of fat by inciting
a condition of ischemia.
b. Deficient oxygenation of specific areas of the central nervous system.
c. Urinary retention as a result of glomerular block.
5. His central nervous system findings are especially deserving of com-
mendation in that very little has been added to his description even to this day.
The description of the first case of fat embolism of the brain in man,
however, belongs not to Scriba but to Gauss, Fenger and Salisbury
in the year 1879.
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Scriba's most important findings in the brain were these:
1. Circulatory.
a. Fat emboli seen most frequently in pial and choroid-plexus vessels.
b. Passive congestion.
c. Arterial and capillary anemia.
d. Perivascular hemorrhages.
e. Capillary apoplexies.
2. Cerebral tissue.
a. Perivascular hemorrhages and small foci of ischemic degeneration.
b. Serous or serosanguineous fluid in the ventricles associated with
cerebral edema.
A summary of his interpretation of the clinical evidence of fat
embolism of the central nervous system follows:
a. Symptoms of collapse, characterized by weakness, apathy, clouding
of consciousness and coma.
b. Symptoms of paralysis, hypesthesias, loss of reflex excitability and
convulsions.
c. Evidence of involvement of vital centers; subnormal temperature,
vomiting, and Cheyne-Stokes respiration.
The statement made by Scriba that "hyperpyrexia is evidence
that fat embolism is not the cause ofdeath in suspected cases" has ex-
posed him to much criticism by later authors. He also described fat
emboli and capillary apoplexies in the mucosa of the stomach, intes-
tine, bladder; in the choroid, retina, heart, skeletal muscle, and skin.
And so we are left with the impression that Scriba's creative and
analytical mind contributed much to clarification of the confused
state under which investigators had been laboring. And his work
is even more to be appreciated in that, as we shall see, it served as
a challenge to later workers.
This period of development cannot be dismissed without men-
tion of Skirving, who, in 1882, in his report of two cases, presented
the symptom-complex almost precisely as we know it today.
Colley, just prior to Scriba's work, reported two instances of fat
embolism following debridement force,-one case of rickets, the
other of marked osseous atrophy. In the latter case death followed
pulmonary and central nervous system symptoms with right facial
paralysis and right hemiplegia. Of special interest, however, is
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the initial observation of the involvement by fat emboli of the
coronary circulatory system leading to aseptic infarcts of the heart
muscle.
During the next decade few advances were made until Hiamig
(1895-1900), concentrating his interests on the clinical aspects of
cerebral fat embolism, pointed out the constancy of the free interval
following the injury. The duration of the period, in his experience,
was six to eight hours and was followed most commonly by stupor,
delirium, coma, rising temperature, and death within one and one-
half to six days. He found evidence of fat emboli in all the
viscera mentioned above, but the cardiac findings were so marked
as to lead him to anticipate one of the current theories of the
primary cause of death in these cases,-cardiac paralysis. Com-
ments were made on the finding of fat in the urine in the absence
of cerebral symptoms. This observation did not appear paradoxical
to H'amig, who believed that embolic fat was present in the central
nervous system but in amounts insufficient to cause injury and,
therefore, disturbance of function.
Fuchsig, in 1902, reported a case of fat embolism in a girl with
a patent foramen ovale. Her clinical course was featured by the
presence of cerebral symptoms alone.
During the next eight years attention was again diverted, this
time in the direction of therapeutic measures. Worthy of mention
is the advice of Reiner to insert, after applying a ligature just
above the fractured site, a cannula into the great saphenous vein,
pushing it up into the femoral. By releasing the ligature the fat-
containing blood is then led to the outside. Wilms (1910), acting
on the belief that the fat was absorbed into the lymphatics and so
transported in this manner, opened and drained the thoracic duct.
In the chylous material so drained he found large droplets of free
fat. During that same year, von Lesser conducted the ingenious
experiment of introducing physiological saline into the right ven-
tricle with the object of reviving heart action after air or fat had
been injected into the jugular vein.
Fuchsig, at this time, byvirtue of his animal experiments, arrived
at the conclusion that the lethal dose of olive-oil injected intrave-
nously was 2 cc. per kilogram of body weight. Three possible pri-
mary causes of death were suggested: pulmonary (the commonest),
cardiac, and cerebral. He also postulated, in the interest of the
physico-chemical aspect of this condition, that when the intravascular
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pressure exceeds the frictional resistance of the vessel walls, the
oil is permitted to pass on through the capillaries.
Turning again to therapeutic advances, Schanz, in 1910, treated
ten patients undergoing orthopedic operations with physiological
saline infusions injected at several points, attempting thereby
to give the desired dilatation and flushing of the capillaries. Only
one of the ten patients died.
Gr0ndahl, whose research efforts in this direction were con-
centrated in the year 191 1, is credited with having conducted the
most complete study since that of Scriba. He critically reviewed
the literature and added nine cases of his own. A complete resume
of the etiology, symptomatology, and pathology of fat embolism
was presented without offering anything new.
Beitzke, in 1912, warned against subjecting patients suffering
bone injury to transportation, massage, or tight bandaging.
The first report to appear in America of a case of fat embolism
was that of Fitz of Boston, in 1876. At this time there was also
reported a case of lipemia and diabetic coma in which the pulmonary
vessels contained small numbers of fat emboli. Similar cases were
described about the same time by Starr, Clausen, and Park.
Graham (1907) was apparently the first man in this country
to make a complete study of a case of fat embolism, including the
clinical course and the confirmatory post-mortem findings. To him
is attributed the first mention of fatty degeneration of diaphragmatic
muscle fibers as in part accounting for respiratory disturbances. It
may be well to mention Graham's conception that there is a variance
in degree of fatal amounts of fat, thereby raising the question of
individual susceptibility. Emphasis was placed on the amount of
fat available at one time. It had already been demonstrated by
certain German workers that the amount of fat which would lead
to death when given in one injection would prove insignificant if
injected in divided doses over a period of several days. One of
Graham's cases showed a persistent thymus. This caused him to
lean somewhat toward Payr's interpretation and also toward the
beliefs of Ahrens and of Colley, all of whom were quick to state
that a "status lymphaticus exists in all cases of fatal fat embolism
following brisement force." Unfortunately, these authors failed
to consider the fact that orthopedic operations were more common
in children, and that rickets, quite common at that time, was often
associated with the condition of status lymphaticus.
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The American to whom we are most indebted for his efforts
in both clinical and experimental research in this field was Warthin.
In the year 1913 he presented a monograph containing not only
a most extensive review of the literature but also the condensed
protocols of 15 typical cases and a resume of his own most precise
experimental results. It was his desire to establish, if possible, a
definite symptom-complex, or at least a tangible concept of this
enigmatic malady. The finding most constant in his study of cases
was that of a dilated right heart exhibiting the characteristic chicken-
fat clot, consisting chiefly of oil. This cardiac assault, as well as
other post-mortem features, was confirmed repeatedly by the injec-
tion of olive-oil into the jugular veins of rabbits.
Stimulated by Graham's difficulty in fixing an arbitrary minimal
lethal dose, Warthin, using Belgian hares, injected 0.2 cc. of olive-
oil intravenously at different intervals over periods of from 3 to 21
days. The impression was gained thereby that individual variations
become marked only when the injections are spread over a period
of one week. The skeletal muscles in his animals, contrary to
Graham's findings, did not escape the embolic process. The prob-
lems which fascinated him most were, first of all, whether or not
there is any quantitative relationship between the degree-of capillary
fat embolism and evidence of nervous tissue injury in respect to
perivascular infiltration and hemorrhage; second, the cause-and-
effect relationship between necrosis of neural substance and hemor-
rhage; third, the role played by the "Sternzellen" in phagocytosis
of fat and its transfer to liver cells for excretion; fourth, whether
intracellular fat was indicative of "true" degeneration or of an
infiltration of fat into the dying cell. As his method of approach
to the last problem he employed Sudan oil in the same manner
as in the above experiments. The microscopic examination of the
tissues showed that the fat droplets present in the degenerating
cells either did not take up the stain or stained less deeply than did
the offending emboli; the cell protoplasm was recorded as appear-
ing diffusely red. He made the surprising conclusion on the basis
of these findings that the process is essentially one of infiltration and
that there must necessarily exist a peculiar attraction between fat
and dying cells.
To the study of fat embolism little, either of clinical material or
experimental evidence, has been added since the monograph of
Warthin appeared.
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Pathogenesis
Of extreme interest is the mechanism, or pathogenesis, of fat
embolism. One may classify the sources of the offending particu-
late matter as endogenous or exogenous. Of the possible endo-
genous sources of embolic fat, Hoffheinz enumerated the bone-
marrow, the subcutaneous tissues, the divers parenchymal organs
(the liver in particular), and intramuscular adipose tissue. To
these possibly more important situations, some authors add the
various lipemic states frequently found complicating diabetes and
other internal diseases. Richter has called attention to lipemia
attending narcosis by various agents. Tending to support this last
possibility are the investigations carried out by Lehman and Moore
in respect to fat in a saponified or ultramicroscopic state in the blood.
In this connection we might mention certain phases of the physi-
ological occurrence of ultramicroscopic fats and their physico-chem-
ical properties. Neumann has called attention to refractile bodies
showing Brownian movement in serum as observed with dark-field
illumination. The microscopic field is seen to be crowded with
these bodies after a meal rich in fat.
Leathes and Raper approached the problem in an original man-
ner by the use of rather complex in vivo experiments. They de-
fined emulsions as the simplest type of colloids to exhibit two
phases, an external (the medium in which the substance is emulsi-
fied) and an internal (the substance so emulsified). The interphase
is represented by the multiple surface separations. In certain emul-
sions the two phases are occupied by a film of colloid. The stability
of the emulsion is dependent upon the difference in surface tension
between the internal and external phases. The surface tension, in
turn, owes its stability to the state of ionic concentration on the
respective surfaces. With these essential data in hand, these investi-
gators attacked the problem first, by attempting to alter the surface
tension relationship (employing desiccation methods); second, by
attacking the interphase (aimed to precipitate potassium soap film
by aid of calcium salts); third, to the serum of cream-fed dogs
bled at the end of two hours they added such substances as physi-
ological saline solution, necrotic tissue, histamine, serum of a dog
dying from experimentally produced intestinal obstruction, pan-
creatin, and fresh dog oil. As a result of the first two procedures,
larger droplets of fat were observed in the solutions. The last
approach afforded in all cases immediate and complete break-down
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of the emulsions so treated. On the basis of these experiments,
these men concluded that not only are all instances of fat embolism
traumatic in origin and that the normal emulsion in the blood serum
is a possible source of fat in non-traumatic cases, but that the action
of certain substances in the blood in pathologic conditions results
in the liberation of fat from emulsified media. These authors con-
ducted an experiment whereby starved and fat-fed dogs were each
given ether by both the intravenous and the inhalation routes. In
both the lipemic and starved dogs the latter route was pushed to
fatal termination, a matter of fifteen minutes. The starved dogs
showed no evidence of fat embolism. In the dogs in which lipemia
was induced, evidences of fat emboli were seen throughout both
lungs, more marked in the animals subjected to the inhalation of
ether. On the basis of this work they ventured the following
conclusions.
It is not at all improbable that some deaths after prolonged
ether anesthesia have been caused by fat embolism and not by
thrombotic emboli. More such deaths are not in evidence because
of the general practice of pre-operative starvation. In cases of
contemplated intravenous medication, the physical state of the blood
should first be determined and the plasma fat content made minimal.
They are also of the impression, on the basis of the histamine effect
noted above, that fat embolism may intervene in the course of a
severe shock; that it is particularly advisable in case of severe burns
to avoid diets high in fat content.
Even with this evidence at hand, possibly on the basis of clinical
experience, it is still a question as to whether fat, so variable physio-
logically, actually constitutes a real menace. Lehman and Moore
are emphatic in stating that blood, even in digestive lipemia, nor-
mally contains no neutral fat particles sufficiently large to be demon-
strable with the ordinary fat stains. This statement, however,
seems to evade the possibilities of conglomeration under the influ-
ence of certain conditions alluded to above.
In discussing the treatment of diarrheas in children, Holt made
the statement "it now appears that fat, too, can safely be given
intravenously, provided it is in a sufficiently fine and stable emul-
sion." In his experiments on dogs he followed the technic of
the Japanese investigators Yamakawa and Nomura. The emul-
sions were made with a homogenizer in which the particles rarely
exceeded 2,u in diameter. The emulsions were stabilized with egg
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lecithin. "With these emulsions we failed to obtain any evidence
of fat embolism in dogs unless very large quantities were introduced
with great rapidity." His ordinary therapeutic dosage of one to
two grams of fat per kilo, given at a rate not exceeding 10 to 15
cc. per minute, appears to be well below the limit of fat embolism.
Wuttig produced a lipemia resulting in pulmonary embolism
by feeding rabbits excess of cod-liver oil. Porter, on the contrary,
would encourage us to believe that certain physico-chemical changes
in the blood are probably responsible often for the conversion of
ultramicroscopic emulsions into sizable globules of fat, capable of
embolizing finer blood vessel radicles. Lehman and Moore take
the view that any case of traumatic fat embolism, except for those
fatal within a few minutes after the accident, is dependent in part
on endogenous sources. In favor of this contention is the frequent
finding that the degree of disseminated fat is very often striking in
comparison to the relatively moderate degree of injury incurred.
The exogenous sources are few in number and have been brought
into prominence, in the past, only by the experience of clinical
medicine. The genito-urinary therapeutics of several years ago
featured the employment of such materials as camphor-oil, olive-oil
and bismuth pastes. The latter drug has also been used in treating
fistulae. All of these substances have been responsible for some
fatalities and are no longer held in good repute.
The problem which has stimulated experimental investigation
in this field more than any other is that concerned with the possible
modes of transport of the free liquid fat. Busch's experiments in
1866 probably marked the initial attempts to offer a solution to this
enigma. He very zealously and hopefully injected olive-oil col-
ored with cinnabar into the tibial marrow of rabbits and subsequently
noted the material in the veins of the Haversian system and, in the
form of globules, in the pulmonary tissues. The olive-oil so adul-
terated was also observed in the cannula inserted in the inferior
vena cava just distal to the renal veins. The lymphatics and the
lymph nodes were also seen to harbor similar deposits, but not in
amounts sufficient to appeal to Busch as indicating a significant route.
Many other authors, with somewhat more enthusiasm, have called
attention to the r8le played by the lymphatics. Wiener injected fat
both intraperitoneally and intrapleurally and found the lungs posi-
tive for the presence of emboli. The same success attended the
injection into the subcutaneous lymph spaces. In the latter instance
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the fat particles were seen also in the brain, liver, kidney, skin,
muscles, and peripheral lymph nodes. Wegelin repeated these
experiments and found only a moderate number of fat emboli in the
lungs. Much more striking to him was the discovery that most
,of the oil was found in a saponified state in the adjacent lymph
nodes. He quite naturally concluded that the lymphoid tissue,
since it possesses such a potent lipolytic function, constitutes a
definite barrier to the circulating lipoid masses. He, therefore,
tended to minimize the "thoracic duct-prophylaxis doctrine" of
Wiener, Wilms, and Fritzsche.
Fritzsche conceived the idea of ligating the lymphatic vessels
draining the extremities of his experimental animals. He then pro-
ceeded to percuss their tibiae and found at post-mortem equally
strong evidence of pulmonary fat embolism in the treated animals
and in the controls. Since the chylous material in the thoracic duct
was observed to be rich in fat, the question arose as to whether or
not the lymphatic route alone might be the means of transport.
Fritzsche then reversed the process in that he ligated the collecting
lymphatics and left the venous system open. Pulmonary fat em-
bolism did not occur on percussion but did so, to a marked degree,
after destruction of the bone marrow. It was deduced, therefore,
that the system which became predominant in the conduction of
the fat was determined by the extent of the injury; a mere agitation
of the osseous structure favors the lymphatic mode of transport,
while injury to the bone marrow favors the venous mode.
The success of the above procedures speaks indifferently for the
role played by the lymphatic system. The lymph nodes probably
serve as barriers whose efficiency is such that the fat traverses them
too slowly to reach the circulation in appreciable amounts. It may
be of interest to note that Strauss detected fat emboli in the pelvic
lymph vessels after operation on an ovarian dermoid cyst.
The venous system generally, and the veins of the osseous
structures in particular, stand in great favor as the most likely portals
of entry. The three theories concerning the mode of entrance of
fat into the venous channels which are worthy of comment are the
absorption, local-pressure, and suction theories. The absorption
theory presupposes a rupture of the fat envelope with a consequent
liberation of free liquid fat. This disturbance in the physical state
of the fat, as suggested by Martin and Elting, is brought about by
trauma, hemorrhage, or infection. This was the first premise
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alluded to by Gauss as necessarily having to be fulfilled to allow
for the mechanism of fat embolism to become manifest. He also
maintained that the force of injury must be sufficient to tear small
veins in the vicinity of the liquid fat. The mechanism which will
direct liquid fat into the gaping ends of torn veins is probably rep-
resented by the factors which account for a rise in local pressure.
Also aiding this mechanism according to Bergemann, is the natural
aspirating force of blood flowing through an injured vein. It is
felt that these conditions are fulfilled to a greater or lesser extent
in all fractures of medullated bone. Vance would have us believe
that individuals differ as to the degree of efficiency of the protective
mechanisms against aspiration of fat into the circulation. He holds
that the collapse of veins is such a protective mechanism. If one
studies the structure of the osseous system, however, one will be
impressed with the inability of the blood vessels of the Haversian
system to collapse, owing to the fixation of their walls by connective
tissue to the surface of the Haversian canals.
Of extreme importance also is the factor of increased tension at
the site of injury, thus affording a significant propelling propensity
for the entrance of fat. The degree of increased tension is decided
largely by the amount of hemorrhage and edema which may ensue.
The response to fracture injuries differs in no essential respect from
all other responses to injury. Fibrin is deposited and the character-
istic fracture-hematoma is well coagulated within a few hours after
the accident. It is now an established fact that fat is present also
in the coagulum. Vogel conducted a series of blood-fat determina-
tions in fracture cases and was able to arrive at some very pertinent
deductions. He noted that with fresh fractures, even after manip-
ulation, there is no evidence of an increase in blood fat. He was
urged from this finding to advocate the adjustment of a fracture
as soon after its occurrence as possible; for at this time the fat
enclosed in the blood coagulum cannot be readily mobilized. The
percentage content of fat in the hematoma is indeed greater than is
that of the circulating blood, but the total amount is "unexpectedly
small." Vogel feels, therefore, that there is some additional source
of fat.
Warthin also places emphasis on the observation that the total
amount of fat represented by the emboli far exceeds the fat content
of the injured bone. In some cases where the entire circulatory
system is apparently flooded with fat, injury to bone and bone-
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marrow may be slight. Vance, as the result of his researches, daims
that approximately 40 to 60 cc. of fat are constantly found at
fracture sites in bones of the lower extremity. However, in 59 of
his cases, 80 per cent were negative for fat embolism. He states
that fat absorption is greatest during the first seven days after
trauma. In the course of his investigations, Vogel included blood-
fat studies during various periods after the institution of such
therapeutic measures as straightening and the application of casts,
and found no increase in blood fat. One must keep in mind,
however, that treatment was immediate in each of these cases. The
danger of manipulation seems to become greater in direct proportion
to the delay in treatment following the accident.
Although the mechanism of invasion of the blood stream by
the fat particles is marked with a certain degree of uncertainty, their
fate after intrusion is much clearer. The first attempt at localiza-
tion of the process is naturally that made by the lungs,-"the
guardian angel of the systemic circulation." That the localization
is not consistent or complete is borne out by various anatomical,
pathological, and clinical findings. The time-honored paradoxical
embolism in anomalous cases of patent foramen ovale is here again
faithful to tradition. Kaufmann, Joachim, Wegelin, and Tannen-
berg have ascribed much significance to this state but have been
strenuously opposed by both Fuchsig and Burger. Killian observed
death ineight ofhis 28 cases. Versecontends thatdeathismuchmore
rapid and sudden in these cases (36 hours as compared to the usual
90 hours). In respect to the pathological and clinical aspects, it
suffices at the moment to venture only a few introductory remarks
and to forego a detailed discussion until later.
Scriba entertained the first suspicion of "pulmonary release" of
embolic fat when he demonstrated it in the venules of the pulmonary
circulation. Eberth, von Seegers, Wilke and many others have
stressed the appearance of fat in the urine as indubitable evidence of
systemic invasion. Equally supportive of this phenomenon were
the chemical studies of Flick and Traum on arterial and venous
bloods, made soon after the injury, in which they found differences
in respective concentrations as early as ten minutes after the injury.
Gr0ndahl, in considering the possible points of arrest of the foreign
particles, greatly stressed the age and physical condition of the
person afflicted. He observed a higher incidence of invasion of the
greater circulation in young and vigorous individuals possessing
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good, stout, myocardial musculature. The experience of Frauen-
dorfer, Fromberg and Naville in finding an increased incidence of
cerebral embolism in "people boasting of such physical well-being"'
tends to confirm Grondahl's belief.
Much thought has been devoted to the possible forces at work
tending to promote the excretion of the alien fat substance. Berge-
mann, Altdorfer, Hahn, Fluornoy, and Wiener have all noted the
presence of fat in the urine in cases of fat embolism. Scriba, early
in his work, was able to demonstrate fat in the renal glomeruli,
Henle's loop, and the uriniferous tubules. Ribbert, and later Paul
and Windholz, rather challengingly confessed inability to detect fat
in the tubules. They refused to entertain the suspicion that fat
can traverse the normal vascular loops of the kidney. To them,
rupture of the capillaries, giving vent to extravasation of blood, is
the more constant feature. This in turn served to block the passage
of fat droplets. Nor did they feel that the fat found its source
in the masses of emboli but in the epithelial cells having undergone
fatty degeneration secondary to the shutting off of the nutrient
blood. These changes are similar to those noted in the heart muscle
fibers. Scriba reported chemical and microscopic fat in the urine of
80 per cent of his cases two to six days after fractures and bone
operations. Still more interesting was his observation that the
lipoidal substance may suddenly disappear, to make its appearance
again in from 8 to 13 days. There may be a third or fourth such
secretory cycle. These circumstances led Scriba to condude that in
no other organ is penetration of the vessel wall by fat particles
experienced. Wiener ascribed to the glomeruli the property of
excreting fat by a process of filtration. Unfortunately, the patho-
logical picture fails to offer conclusive proof of any specific theory
of elimination, and one is certain only that fat does definitely appear
among the nitrogenous wastes in the urine.
Hoffheinz has called attention to von Bergmann's discovery of
fat droplets remaining fixed in the lung capillaries of the alveolar
walls, a condition which led him to suspect this as an expression of
an excretory process. This characteristic was also noted by Scriba,
Hahn, Goldberg, and Fluornoy. However, they refused to think
of fat as being able to escape from lumina or through small stomata
in the capillary walls. Von Bergmann states that he was never suc-
cessful in detecting fat or blood pigment free in the tissues.
Beneke ventured the opinion that fat is broken up into variously
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sized particles not alone by mechanical means but also by saponifica-
tion and emulsification. Because fat of this nature differed in
no essential from that noted in the cytoplasm of various tissue
cells (to which he attributed the ability to absorb) it was thought
that this change of state was enacted through the medium of
the blood-fat alkalies. This may or may not be the case.
In later stages the endothelial cells react by proliferating and
assuming the activity of disintegrating the fat into small, cor-
puscular particles. The leukocytes, in turn, phagocytize these
particles and deposit them in lymphoid tissues elsewhere. In
studying the cross-sections of pulmonary tissues, Beneke, Wegelin,
and Lehman and McNattin were able to point out the tendency
of the endothelial cells of the pulmonary capillaries to undergo
transformation into foreign-body giant cells. The alveolar epi-
thelium in close proximity to the embolized blood vessels also
showed evidence of phagocytic activity. Other indications of
cellular absorption of fat were notably represented by the liver
(Wiuttig), splenic pulp cells, and the epithelium of the tortuous
uriniferous tubules. Paul and Windholz were able to demonstrate
proliferating, fat-laden endothelial cells of blood vessels, and also
the infiltration of leukocytes and wandering histiocytes within the
walls of small arteries. This occurred to such a degree, in fact, as
almost to occlude the lumina. Gaugele and Risel have reported
the finding of fat droplets in the adventitial lymph spaces of cerebral
vessels and interpreted it as a process of resorption. It might be
well to mention here the allusion of Neubiurger to glial cell resorp-
tion of foreign fat.
And so one may conclude that the three principal factors con-
cerned with the dissemination of foreign lipoidal substances are
excretion by the kidney, saponification, emulsification and possibly
subsequent absorption at various sites, and phagocytosis.
Many investigations have been promoted in an endeavor to
study the time relationships in the transport of fat. Scriba noted
that after injecting olive-oil into the lymph sacs of frogs the urine
was still fat-free after two hours, showed minute amounts in four
hours, and displayed increasing quantities in from 6 to 24 hours.
However, as one mayappreciate, such a method is beset with extreme
uncertainty. The researches of Reuter and of Nakata suggest that
injected fat appears in a few minutes in the greater and lesser cir-
culations. In confirmation of this opinion one may turn to the
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reports of Carrara and others of sudden death following fat embol-
ism in those individuals possessing patent foramina ovale. Kockel
has shown that fat embolism in the lungs may ensue almost in-
stantaneously. In support of this are Gr0ndahl's and Siegmund's
results. Burger reported two cases where death followed immedi-
ately after the accidents. Although the above statements are not
too well defined in respect to time, one may be impressed at least
with the suddenness which may characterize the process of fat
embolism.
The lethal concentration of blood fat has enlisted the attention
of many investigators. As the normal percentage of fat in the
blood, Bissell presents the figures 0.5 to 0.85. Leathes and Raper
offer a somewhat more flexible physiological variation of 0.2 to 2
per cent. Windholz emphasized the amount of oil injected and the
duration of the period of injection. On the basis of his work
referred to above, he reached the opinion that some degree of tol-
erance is possible in man. Lehman and Moore injected cotton-seed-
oil intravenously into dogs and established the fatal dose as 1.5 cc.
per kilogram of body weight. According to this observation a
man weighing 80 kilograms should be able to tolerate 120 cc. of
oil, a figure which appears to conflict greatly with clinical experience.
They also determined that the femur of a person weighing 75 kilos
contains approximately 65 cc. of fat, which in turn represents 0.96 cc.
per kilogram of body weight. The significance which they ascribe
to these determinations is that if a man can tolerate oil as well as
the dog, all marrow from a single femur should be, if introduced
into the circulation, compatible with life. As I hope to be able to
point out later, experimental study and clinical work do not sup-
port such a belief. The fallacies pertinent to their investigations
are several. They failed to employ a variety of oils of various
viscosities and melting points in an effort to arrive at one closely
resembling human blood fat in these respects. Also their experi-
ments were few in number. Because they noted that some of their
dogs showed striking deposits of fat in the pulmonary vessels, they
were prompted to question whether or not it had been established
that symptoms ascribed to fat embolism are really due to that cause
and not to other disturbances of physiological balance. Other
workers to become interestedinthisphase ofthesubjectwereRibbert,
v. Seegers, Landois, Fibinger, Fuchsig, Wegelin, and Kojo. How-
ever, there is a total disagreement in their findings. Fibinger in-
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jected 50 gm. of oil intravenously into a man and observed severe
symptoms, but death did not result. Koch reported the case of a
youth who, having received 10 cc. of human oil (by injection) into
the neck on one occasion, and 24 cc. four days later, suddenly devel-
oped signs of severe fat embolism of the respiratory type. He con-
cluded from this observation that the fatal dose must be somewhere
in the vicinity of 30 gm. Killian appears to have accepted this
assumption. He approached the problem by comparing the normal
content of fat in the circulation with that of embolic fat in the lungs.
He was of the opinion that masses of fat between 12 and 20 gm.,
in a "burdened circulation" are deadly. I was unable to find any
mention in the literature of blood-fat studies being conducted on a
person near death from fat embolism. Obviously, the work to date
is totally inadequate and the quantity of fat necessary to bring about
exitus is still open to question.
Pathological Anatomy
Pathological-anatomical study represents the major field of re-
search in multiple fat embolism and has remained to date our most
reliable aid to diagnosis. In developing this phase of the subject
it may be wise to present the pathological pictures in the various
viscera involved, in the order of their importance.
The lungs command immediate attention since they represent
almost invariably the first organ to oppose the invasion by the
lipoidal particles of the greater circulation.
Microscopically they are usually to be seen as heavy and volumi-
nous, with focal hemorrhagic areas standing out on a background of
pink-gray regions of aeration, thus affording a quite variegated
appearance. Intermingled with these areas are variable patches
of emphysematous bullae. The pleural cavities are, as a rule, free
from significant amounts of fluid. In the pleurae, both visceral
and parietal, and in the pulmonary septa, there are often small
hemorrhages. Martin and Elting believed that these petechiae
were agonal in origin. The lungs cut with some resistance and dis-
play a rather frothy, limpid, bloody fluid. The cut sections show
the same mottled appearance as that seen externally. The alveoli
appear to be filled with blood, a finding which Vance ascribed to
back pressure in the pulmonary circulation.
The microscopic picture is quite constant and characteristic.
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After stainingthe section with Sudan III, the fat emboli are observed
as numerous globules which tend to become dendritic or stellate-
shaped at points of bifurcation of the vessels. A further change in
the state of the fat is met in the smaller capillaries where the tangible
particles assume abead-like continuity. All parts ofthelungappear
equally vulnerable. Present in the alveolar spaces are red blood
cells, white blood cells (polymorphonuclears, small mononuclears)
large spheroidal cells containing fat granules, and red globules of
free fat of variable size on a background of pale pink, homogeneous
material. The finding of free fat and red blood cells within the
alveoli appeared to von Bergmann as an indication of injury to the
blood vessel walls, or of an increase in intravascular pressure in the
pulmonary system. The hemorrhagic areas and hemorrhagic in-
farcts have been fully described by Eberth, Gaugele, Ribbert, and
Scriba. Reiner, in pointing out the rigidity of the lungs seen on
opening the thorax, gave as a reason for this the presence everywhere
of fat emboli in the capillaries of the alveolar walls. Some authors
uphold the belief that this same pathological state may be present in
cases of high-grade lipemia. The size of the spheroidal fat masses
has been given as anywhere from 15,u to 100.
The pathology of the brain seems to have received more study
(by German workers in particular) than has that of any other
organ. As the interest matured, the features, so variable at first,
gradually became more characteristically constant. The several
theories advanced in explanation of them, however, failed to be
unanimously accepted. Jacobi and Magnus, in 1899, reported uni-
form angiospasm after sudden occlusion of a main arterial trunk.
Bodechtel and Muller, similarly concerned, questioned whether the
parenchymal changes were due to embolic occlusion alone or whether
they depended principally on the degree of ischemia following
spasm and stasis "as a result of shocking the circulation." From a
review of the known facts and on the basis of their own findings,
they were led to raise the question, "Is this shock leading to stasis
greater and more permanent in the more severe states of embolism?"
It is interesting that these authors were trying to establish some
parallelism between shock and pathological changes rather than to
favor such changes as result from occlusion of blood vessels by
impacted oil masses.
The theory of angiospasm seems to have been seriously con-
sidered by other workers, whose interest was directed more to the
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question of impaction of fat particles in the various blood vessels.
This matter will be discussed later.
Hoffheinz contended that the characteristic microscopic changes
so conspicuously lacking in the lungs are here, again, absent. Others
have not been quite so conservative in their views. Cone and Bar-
rera made most careful observations on gross material. They noted
flattening of the convolutions and narrowing of the intergyral fis-
sures. On section was seen an alteration of the normal cortical
markings, the gray substance in the softened areas was widened,
small petechial hemorrhages were present throughout the brain and
the leptomeninges, and minute areas of softening were diffusely
scattered over the medullary and cortical portions of the brain.
The normal transition between the white and gray matter was barely
discernible. Weimann and Grondahi both noted a variable degree
of congestion of the cerebral substance and numerous small petechiae
pervading the white substance of the brain and cord, particularly in
the region of the centrum ovale and the vault of the cerebrum.
Schmidt attached to the "flea-bitten" appearance of the brain and
cord the equally unique term "purpura cerebri."
There have been a multitude of microscopic changes reported
in the literature. Some authors have pointed out that-certain areas
are usually more extensively involved than are others. Thus,
Bodechtel and MUller allude to the hippocampus major as being
particularly vulnerable. The deep cortical gray matter and the
lateral ventricles seem to share the same distinction. They also
state that the nature and extent of the process is important in
deciding the patho-anatomical and patho-physiological pictures to
follow. It appears that the less generalized the process the better
are the chances of an efficient collateral circulation. These con-
ditions, in turn, determine the nature of the microscopic changes.
Before going into detailed description of the complex micro-
scopic picture I would like, as a matter of respect to NeubUrger's
commanding influence on the subject, to present a brief resume
of his work, although his studies failed for some time to find
confirmation. In confirmatory spirit, he praised highly Gr0ndahl,
who, in 1911, observing the various pathological changes in states
of aseptic embolism, noted particularly the predilection of the lateral
ventricles for the presence of multiple petechiae. Among the many
microscopic features described by Neuburger and still accepted by
pathologists of today as being especially noteworthy were, first, the
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disintegration of the glial network and, second, small infarcted areas
characterized by a central anemic area and a marginal hemorrhagic
zone, termed by many Germans "Ringblutungen." The miliary
areas of softening were characterized by fusiform swelling and vacu-
olization of the myelin substance, the latter no longer taking the
medullary-sheath stain nor giving the osmium reaction. It is
interesting in passing, that Toenniessen attempted to explain these
hemorrhagic areas on the basis of a back pressure by way of the
superior vena cava and the right heart.
The "polycytic reaction," as a feature of the microscopic picture
early in the disease, is also deserving of comment. Franz Nissl, in
1909, was the first to describe the phenomenon. It suffices to
present the quotation from his writings; "with acute destruction
of nervous tissue, multinucleated leukocytes pour into the damaged
areas. They are in no way dependent on how the damage is
produced-they are active not passive." Four years later Albert
Devaux offered his support to Nissl's convictions, but studied the
reaction more from the standpoint of the relation of time of appear-
ance to time of disappearance of the cells. Cone and Barrera de-
tected a reaction in the meninges simulating a condition of infectious
origin in that it was characterized by a preponderance of poly-
morphonuclear cells. This member of the granular series was
repeatedly observed "as early as eight and one-half hours after the
injury" in areas of encephalomalacia. These cells were especially
numerous in the lower cortical layers and in the subarachnoid space,
having migrated there from the congested Virchow-Robin spaces.
Later in the development of the process, the polymorphonuclears
were seen to degenerate and undergo nuclear fragmentation. And
with the wasting of these cells the mononuclear elements made their
appearance. In the leptomeninges the formation of the latter often
takes place by direct cell division or from the cells of the perivascu-
lar tissues. In the brain their origin could be traced to the peri-
vascular sheaths and also to the microglia cells at the periphery of
the softened areas. Other neuroglia cells appeared to play no role
in their genesis. These observers also noted an increase of poly-
morphonuclear leukocytes in the cerebrospinal fluid and suggested
that they arrive there in several ways: first, by way of the Virchow-
Robin spaces; second, by direct invasion of the subarachnoid space
-from adjacent areas of softening; third, from an infarcted area
adjacent to a ventricle. The same reaction is seen in aseptic destruc-
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tion of other body tissues. Karsner, for example, demonstrated it
in 1913, in the myocardium after ligation of the coronary artery.
Karsner and Dwyer later sought the mechanism by which these cells
were incited to respond. They felt that the necrotic tissue exerted
some manner of chemotactic influence, that early removal of necrotic
material is carried out by these cells. Carscadden thought of it as
a simple diapedesis after the dilatation and stasis caused by the action
of histamine. This theory fails to explain the specific nature of the
cellular response.
It is my purpose, in enumerating the extremely diversified micro-
scopic changes, to introduce them in the order of pathological impor-
tance as they involve the respective neural divisions. The hyper-
emic cortical gray substance rarely, if ever, is free from degenerative
changes. True, these are often quite diverse, even within the same
hemisphere. Bodechtel and Muller go still further in stating that
in any state of cerebral ischemia even the single cellular elements
display an inconstant behavior pattern. The Nissl granules and
cell processes may stain poorly. The latter may appear swollen.
In the fluid part of the nerve nucleus there may exist various large,
pale-blue granules. Other cells may display early hyperchromatic
nuclei. Neuburger suggested that one keep in mind the fact that
similar changes may be seen in status epilepticus of the chronic type.
He also attempted to explain the occurrence in the cortex of areas
of incomplete softening so invariably present. Among the possible
causes for the latter condition he mentioned a partial occlusion of
vessels, a partially efficient "kollateral Kreislauf," and a possibility
that the ectodermal ground-substance remains capable of reaction
only up to a certain degree, during which time the more sensitive
nervous parenchyma suffers disintegration. Alzheimer reported
similar changes in arteriosclerotic states involving slight degrees of
ischemia and consequent necrobiosis. BUrger advanced the opinion
that only in brains already damaged by arteriosclerotic or chronic
alcoholic changes can definite lesions be made out in the grey sub-
stance. Vance would have one believe that even though the grey
matter is invaded earliest and most profusely, the capillary anasto-
mosis is so efficient that little disturbance in nutrition is incurred.
The studies of Pfeifer on cat brains point conclusively to a con-
tinuity of capillaries in the cortex.
One of the most striking features in the pathology of the cortex
is the presence of deeply contrasting droplets of fat stained with
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Scharlach R and distributed generally throughout all the cortical
capillaries and, to a lesser degree, the arterioles. Bodechtel and
Muller reported diffuse involvement of the cortex which, when
stained for fat, displayed emboli flowing out of the capillaries in
orderly bead-like fashion. In longitudinal section one may note
the orderly rows of beaded fat, and on cross-section of larger vessels
there may be seen larger, more distinct droplets, tending to coalesce.
Occasionally there may be small particles of fat outside the vessel
wall. In the latter instance, contrary to elsewhere, their contours
are not quite regular. They appear slightly grooved on the edges,
as if injured during the process of being pressed out of the vessel
walls. The intimal cells of the capillaries become unduly promi-
nent, due to the presence of fine fat particles in the cytoplasm,
particularly concentrated at the nuclei. Perhaps this may be con-
sidered an evidence of resorptive activity with subsequent disintegra-
tion of the entrapped fat.
Hoffheinz has most clearly described the miliary infarcts and
claimed that they are more characteristic of the medullary than
of the grey substance. Many observers have placed emphasis on
the glial reaction indicating a very early stage in a rapidly develop-
ing pathological picture. Bodechtel and MUller observed Hoff-
heinz's "Lockerung" of the glial reticulum as early as seven hours
after an imposed embolic injury. Neuburger alluded to this con-
dition in his discussion of areas of incomplete softening. Grondahl
noted them as early as six hours after oil injections. The fusiform
hemorrhagic areas apparent on gross examination present a very
characteristic appearance microscopically. In the center of the
hemorrhage will be found one or more fat-filled vessels. Closely
embracing them are irregularly arranged, spindle-shaped partides
of myelin, often mixed in with some manner of amyloid granules.
The myelin tissue reacts neither to the medullary sheath stain nor
to osmic acid. In relation to the necrotic zone, in concentric arrange-
ment, are numerous red blood cells mixed with lymphocytes, con-
stituting the characteristic "Randzone." Schmidt considered this
an expression of diapedesis following vascular occlusion. Hemo-
siderin is abundantly present. In the extreme periphery, various
degrees of structural change of neural tissue are seen. The myelin
changes are again in evidence. There is present a secondary axis-
cylinder degeneration with vacuolization. The normal medullary
sheaths do not show through these areas. Neuburger has made the
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claim that these characteristic necrotic areas are seen only where the
numbers of nutrient capillaries are comparatively scarce. In this
respect, as pointed out also by Spielmeyer, the "sensitive" hippo-
campal gyrus is especially vulnerable. Unlike those neutral parts
where the capillary system is especially well represented, every
occluded vessel in this area is attended by definite softening. This
seemingly paradoxical circumstance may well be explained on the
basis of possible collateral circulation. Strengthening this view is
the relative frequency with which the capillaries of the cortex,
formerly considered end-vessels, are found distended with fat
emboli and yet the tissues in juxtaposition to them remain quite
healthy. There may also be some significance to the fact that the
miliary areas of necrosis are frequently seen to be more marked
in the lower cortical layers abutting on the medullary substance.
Here are displayed richly stained glial nuclei and plasma structure.
Many of the nuclei are oval to rod-shaped. A few of them show
mitotic figures, others karyorrhexis. The protoplasm occasionally
stands out as globular and coarsely granular. The nerve cells in
this vicinity show all signs of severe injury. In blood vessels vari-
ously filled with fat emboli may be noted fragmentary endothelial
cells and an occasional mitotic figure. The glial cells in the sur-
rounding unaffected tissue appear busily engaged in phagocytizing
lipoids, blood pigment, and cellular debris. The finding of glial
cells in these peripheral areas suggests strongly that the older the
injury the greater becomes the glial formation.
Vance, quoting Paul and Windholz, stated that as the process
becomes older a picture resembling inflammation and repair makes
its debut. The former is characterized by the presence of lympho-
cytes and leukocytes, the axis cylinders and ganglion cells begin to
disintegrate, and hyaline and amyloid bodies and hemosiderin gran-
ules become noticeable. These areas are gradually obliterated by
the ingrowth of glial cells and finally result in scar formation,
often strongly pigmented.
It may be well, here, to mention the characteristic astrocytic
changes of the picture. One usually finds the perivascular feet of
the astrocytes undergoing fragmentary degeneration. Normally,
these neural elements serve as an effective barrier to the passage
of cells of hematogenous origin from the perivascular spaces into
the cerebral parenchyma. Perhaps, therefore, the presence of red
cells in the proximal tissues represents a true diapedesis.
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A less extensive degree of parenchymal injury than that de-
scribed above presents still another pathological picture, character-
ized by the "Gliastrauchwerk" of Spielmeyer. It differs in that
the greater share of the nerve cells is left wholly intact and the
remainder, though damaged, manage to escape an irreparable state
of injury. Seldom does one meet the perivascular "Lichtungsbe-
zirke" (areas of softening) or the rarefaction and separation of the
medullary sheaths.
These changes are similarly manifest in many other neural divi-
sions, namely, the insula, the basal ganglia, the internal capsule,
the pons, the mid-brain, the motor speech area, the corpus callosum,
the optic chiasm, the region of the Sylvian aqueduct, the floor of
the fourth ventride, the cerebellum, the various levels of the bulb,
and the upper cord.
In the basal ganglia, Neubiirger noted that the emboli were
somewhat more numerous in the striatum and pallidum, giving one
the distinct impression that, with the exception of the cerebrum, the
central grey matter is the most frequent site of fat embolism. The
same characteristic holds true of the pons. However, it must not
be overlooked that the medulla is also frequently the seat of embolic
fat. One might immediately raise the question, "Can this distribu-
tion be based on any peculiarity of blood supply to these parts?"
Here again, due to the variability of the picture, Neuburger decided
that some areas were compensated by collateral circulation. The
same evidence of collateral circulation is present in the hippocampus
major.
Of the structural changes seen in the pons, the glial cells again
command dominant attention. Some glial nuclei appear medium-
sized, round, and pyknotic; few undergo mitotic division. Others
show evidence of karyorrhexis, a disintegration into dark-staining,
friable molecules with prominent vacuolization.
The ganglion cells are also affected. Large vacuoles stand out
in the cytoplasm, and the nucleoli are no longer recognizable. The
nuclei are seen displaced to the cell margins and are oval-shaped.
The Nissl granules have disintegrated into fine, molecular,' dust-
like particles, no longer absorbing the stain in many instances.
Evidence of neuronophagia is often quite striking. The dendrites
of these nerve cells are also beset with fine fat granules.
Of added interest is the occasional presence of a Scharlach-stain-
ing substance in the cytoplasm of the "St"abcheA-zellen", most pre-
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ponderant in the vicinity of the nucleus. There is often observed
a marked perivascular glial reaction in the region of karyorrhectic
changes. Neubiurger has artfully referred to the perivascular col-
lections of glial cells in various areas as "Gliasternchen." This was
especially true of those vessels which suffered structural defects
giving rise to extravasation. The "Gliasternchen" were also char-
acteristically seen in the regions of disintegration of the nervous
parenchyma and were first described by Scholz in 1922.
The dentate nucleus is generally spotted with miliary areas of
necrosis and displays many of the other features already enumerated.
The cerebellar cortex may be similar in appearance to that of the
cerebral hemispheres. A mesh-like glial proliferation may be strik-
ing. A section through the cortex may bring out degenerative cells
and dendrites. Here as in the cerebral cortex, the picture character-
izing chronic status epilepticus is again present.
Thus one may, in an endeavor to integrate the above find-
ings, feel inclined to refer to the pathological picture by the all-
inclusive term "non-suppurative meningo-encephalitis." One might
venture to question whether or not there is any direct connection
between fat embolism and infiltration of leukocytes. In favor of
this one might point to the breaking up of the fat droplets within
the blood vessels. It might be recalled that a similar attempt at
correlation was made in the case of the lungs by Beneke and
Wegelin. Still it is possible that certain masses of resorbed fat
present in the adventitial lymph spaces are lengthened and encour-
aged further pial-ward, there to serve as an irritant. The infiltrat-
ing process seems to maintain a predilection for those areas where
the emboli become richly entrapped. And there a further "irritant"
etiological role is played by hemorrhage, incurred both intra-
adventially and perivascularly. Another factor, equally impor-
tant, must certainly be that represented by the resorption of products
of disintegration from the central area of necrosis. All these
factors culminate to serve as the incitant to a leukocytic reaction.
Infiltrations of small cells may also be noted in cerebral tumor,
meningeal hemorrhage, and regions of encephalomalacia. To such
instances Spielmeyer attached the descriptive term "symptomatic
inflammation."
Another vital organ, certainly of no less importance than the
abol7e, to suffer the scourge of this assault is the heart. There
are many who believe that the primary cause of death in some
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cases is due to a weakened, infarcted myocardium. In these dire
instances, the pericardial sac may be found to contain about 50 cc.
of clear yellow fluid. Rarely is it found invaded with red blood
cells. The heart is not infrequently found with the right ventricle
dilated and containing the characteristic chicken-fat clot. Payr,
Hirsch, Gr0ndahl, and Killian noted dilatation of the right ventricle
and auricle in animals. Bergmann noted it only in those cases which
died suddenly after oil injection. The epicardium and endo-
cardium, particularly that of the right ventricle, displayed numerous
petechiae measuring as a rule from 1 to 3 mm. in diameter. On
section numerous streaky and punctate hemorrhages, 1 to 3 mm.
in diameter and surrounded by a yellow, opaque zone, are seen in
the myocardium. These hemorrhagic areas are not diffusely situ-
ated but take on a focal distribution. The larger hemorrhages
occasionally show a yellowish-white center. Microscopically, saus-
age-shaped emboli may be detected occluding branches of the coro-
nary artery and capillaries. About the embolized radicles are
distributed muscle fibers undergoing fatty degeneration. Some
nuclei are pyknotic, others are fragmentary, and still others are
poorly stained. The muscle striations are barely detected. The
homogeneous fat granules are minute and numerous. This find-
ing was made by Busch and Ribbert, and later by Flournoy, Colley
and Gr0ndahl. Numerous red cells surround the emboli and per-
vade the adjacent muscle fibers. The appearance is strictly that of
minute hemorrhagic infarcts and tends, therefore, to minimize the
possibility of a condition of fatty degeneration. All the changes
enumerated above appear to come on quickly. Gr0ndahl's mini-
mum time of six to eight hours is several hours short of that of
Colley. Although Vance stated that permanent scars have never
been found, Hoffheinz claims that there is definite healing and that
a residual weakened muscle results. These precise morbid changes
were described by Warthin in skeletal muscle. In perusing the
literature, I could find no evidence, pathological or clinical, of the
conduction system having been involved.
The liver on gross observation, shows little outside of marked
central passive congestion. Microscopically, the liver capillaries
are rather diffusely involved by fat emboli. The question of the
portal of entry has aroused much interest. In the majority of
instances the portal vein constitutes the most likely route. There
is no reason to believe, the matter of systemic invasion established,
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that the hepatic artery does not share in disseminating the partides.
Burger intimated that fat emboli were present in the hepatic arterial
radicles of the periportal areas. In these instances fat-laden and
necrotic liver cells were in evidence (Biurger and Riedel). Paul
and Windholz demonstrated in their experimental material a picture
of central passive congestion with necrosis of the central vein. The
droplets of fat are especially noteworthy in the liver cells lining
the bile capillaries. This characteristic, coupled with the evidence
of active phagocytosis on the part of the Kupffer cells, probably is
the basis for the theory of excretion by the biliary system.
The spleen in the gross displays nothing characteristically.
Lubarsch, and Paul and Windholz found most of the fat emboli
in the "capillaries of the lymph nodes and the peri-nodular blood
vessels." The sinuses surrounding the vessel radicles were con-
spicuously free from fat. Gr0ndahl pointed out the presence of
various sized fat droplets in the splenic pulp and in the periphery
of the follicles. Lubarsch and Gr0ndahl stated that phagocytic
activity,by the lymphocytes and morphological changes in the organ
do not occur. Scriba and Kojo attempted to ascribe a resorptive
activity to splenic pulp cells when they found them containing fine
fat droplets.
The kidney is evidently entirely lacking in any gross pathologic
characteristics. The most striking feature on microscopic examina-
tion is that of the pretzel-like emboli of fat present in the capillary
loops and vasa afferentia. There is consequently marked distension
of the remaining portions of the glomeruli with red blood cells.
The arcuate arteries are rather indifferently involved by the embolic
process. Fat has been noted in Henle's loops and in the capsular
spaces. The cytoplasm of the epithelial cells of the convoluted
tubules occasionally contains fine molecular fat. Gr0ndahl con-
sidered this true fatty degeneration and attributed it to a disturbance
of nutrition from occlusion of the capillary loops and afferent arteri-
oles. Burger added to the pathological picture proliferation of the
capsular epithelium. He also emphasized the finding of hyaline,
epithelial, and blood-pigment casts in the urine. Vance demon-
strated thrombosis about the emboli, with small hemorrhages and
necrosis of the proximal renal parenchyma.
The suprarenal veins are not without their share of fat droplets.
From the exhaustive study of his experimental material, Burger
reported the finding of hyperemia of the adrenal parenchyma with
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diffuse pin-point hemorrhages and atrophy of the chromaffin sub-
stance. Elting and Martin demonstrated fat emboli in the supra-
renal cortex. The appearance of fatty degeneration of the cortical
cells was attributed to the embolic occlusion of end arteries. The
extravasation of red blood cells was not striking.
The pancreas either appears to escape the assault, or its pathol-
ogy has been greatly minimized. The only reference bearing posi-
tive findings is that of Elting and Martin. They detected fat
emboli in many capillaries of the islets of Langerhans. Paul and
Windholz, in many cases, elicited symptoms pertaining to a dis-
turbance in glycogen metabolism, but attributed it to the involve-
ment of the hepatic parenchymal cells.
Many observers have noted the occurrence of submucosal
hemorrhages in both the gastro-intestinal and genito-urinary sys-
stems. Gr0ndahl was wont to attribute this to agonal change.
Siegmund, however, did not entertain the same conservative atti-
tude,-he contended that fat embolism not only was responsible
for every case of "hemorrhagic" erosion of the stomach, but that
it also predisposed the defective mucosal tissues to ulceration.
Naville and Fromberg note petechiae in the mucosae of the gastro-
intestinal tract and urinary bladder but refused to believe-that they
ever led to permanent lesions. Although no mention has been made
of the finding of fat emboli in the enteric tract, Elting and Martin
reported their presence in the bladder, both in the muscularis and
submucosal layers. They also pointed out the engorgement of
blood vessels in the lymph nodes and in the peripheral lymph
sinuses.
Von Czerny, in 1875, noted hemorrhages with a fine halo about
them in the eye-grounds of his experimental dogs. In those cases
of sudden death, masses of fat emboli were demonstrated in the
arterial branches and a few in the capillaries. The first day after
the induction of fat embolism congestion of the retinal veins and
edema of the retina occurred. In from one to seven days later the
picture took on the form ofpreretinal hemorrhages, and certain gray-
white, lusterless areas appeared.
Hemorrhages into the skin occur as a very frequent complication
and were considered by Gr0ndahl an invaluable diagnostic sign.
The distribution is usually confined to the upper chest, shoulders,
and the anterior aspect of the neck, and they appear as small dark
petechiae in groups of four to twelve. According to Vance it is
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characteristic of them to occur at about the time of the stuporous
stage; their duration is never over a few days. Microscopically,
their pathological basis is found in an arteriolar extravasation in the
dermis. They were also noted in the conjunctivae by Busch and
Frauendorfer, and in the soft palate by Wilke.
Cases coming to necropsy, whose anatomical picture is character-
ized by the features enumerated above, definitely warrant a diag-
nosis of multiple fat embolism. Some confusion may be met in
those instances where a pronounced degree of lipemia from other
causes existed before the death of the individual. As a matter
of differentiation by post-mortem study alone, one is indebted
greatly to Fischer's thorough researches. In lipemic conditions one
does not note the characteristic, compact outpouring of fat masses
from the various blood-vessel radicles seen in true embolic states.
In the former morbid entity all the capillaries and small veins are
stained with elongated yellow forms inwhich much more pronounced
granulation is recognized. In real states of fat embolism the fat
droplets are homogeneously and brightly stained, and their sharply-
limited contours stand out from the green-colored blood. The real
difficulty is in determining whether or not one is dealing with fat
embolism as the real cause of death.
Hoffheinz quotes Dietrich as stating that one is not justified in
making a diagnosis of death from fat embolism when fat droplets
are seen in only a few of the pulmonary vessels. A healthy man,
with one-third of the pulmonary bed involved, may maintain an
efficient respiratory exchange. By cautious estimate, an involve-
ment of more than two-thirds of the entire lung by embolism may
be considered as the cause of death. Therefore it is wise to take
a section from each lobe of the lung and estimate the percentage of
vessels occluded. If any other limitation to the respiratory sur-
face (atelectasis, pneumonic consolidation, indurative processes, etc.)
is present, one might be more accurate in stating that fat embolism
merely aids the fatal termination. Still further, the diseased state
of other organs may contribute to such an outcome. In such an
instance the diagnosis becomes more or less a matter of individual
interpretation. In endeavoring to make a diagnosis on the basis of
post-mortem findings alone, Hoffheinz suggests that one must first
rule out the condition of so-called "post-mortem fat embolism."
Zillner, in 1885, stated that post-mortem fat migration under influ-
ences of putrefactive processes is conceivable and does actually occur.
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Such fat migration may be seen in the cadaver after it has been sub-
merged in water for some time, or even after having been exposed
to great heat. Westenhoffer alluded to a cadaverous fat embolism
in lung capillaries. He observed at necropsy in a woman (died
eleven hours before from general sepsis following abortion) a very
striking number of fat emboli through almost the entire circulatory
system. Not only was there noted a marked degree of fat embolism
in the pulmonary capillaries but liquid fat was also present in the
femoral vein below Poupart's ligament. He attributed the patho-
genesis of this state to the presence of the Fr'ankel gas bacillus in
the bone marrow, leading to gas formation and consequently to
marked intramedullary pressure. This in turn led to a liberation of
fat and its introduction into the venules of the bone marrow from
whence it reached the right heart and, later, the lungs. Impaction
of the fat in the pulmonary vessels was easy because there was not
sufficient pressure to drive it through into the systemic circulation.
In other words, this does not represent an active migration but a
passive impaction. Ziemke, in trying to confirm this view by animal
investigation, was able to point out that in gas putrefaction of the
human cadaver, pulmonary fat emboli are only occasionally incurred.
This result, confirmed by many others, served to strengthen Landois'
right to minimize the contentions of Westenhoffer. Legal medi-
cine has adopted the viewpoint that the appearance of masses of
fat in the lungs at necropsy is of less significance than if the process
existed intravitally, especially if signs of putrefaction are present.
Since transport of fat through the lungs after death has never been
observed, one will also have to favor a diagnosis of true fat embolism
when fat is apparent in capillary beds other than those of the lungs.
In passing, it might prove of interest to learn of the efforts of
Elting and Martin to determine whether the fat content of other
organs is increased in states of fat embolism. They removed the
spleen and lungs in these cases, as well as in other morbid conditions,
and actually demonstrated a quantitative increase in fat where fat
embolism occurred.
(To be continued)
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